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Abstract

In this paper we present the type system of the TIGUKAT database programming language. It
is a highly parametric object-oriented type system that combines multiple dispatch with re exivity,
separation of interface and implementation, precise behavior typing, and union and intersection types. We
demonstrate the inner workings of the type system by considering a concrete example of type speci cation
in TIGUKAT. We also review type systems of several existing programming languages and conclude that
the proposed type system has a unique combination of features particularly suited for object-oriented
database programming.
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1 Introduction
In the past two decades, several new database application areas have emerged. These new areas include
oce automation systems, geographical information systems, CASE tools, medical systems, and CAD/CAM
systems. These complicated applications demand new, more advanced data modeling capabilities as well as
a new level of integration between databases and programming languages.
One of the new data models aimed towards these new applications is the object-oriented data model.
Object-oriented database systems have recently received much attention and are still one of the proli c areas
of research and development activity.
In order to provide the necessary level of integration between programming languages and databases, a
concept of a database programming language was introduced. Two decades of research in this area have led
to the concept of an orthogonally persistent object system [AM95]. Orthogonally persistent object systems
aim to provide seamless integration between databases and programming languages thus eliminating the
impedance mismatch problem.
Object-oriented database programming languages (OODBPLs) have a potential to combine the modeling
and software construction power of the object-oriented paradigm, extensive and ecient data storage and
retrieval techniques of modern database systems, and the eciency and power of today's programming
languages in a single uniform framework. In order to achieve this goal, an OODBPL has to satisfy not only
the requirements of object-oriented database systems [ABD+ 92], but also those of database programming
languages [AB87] and orthogonally persistent object systems [AM95].
One of the most important components of any object-oriented programming language is its type system.
The exibility and expressiveness of the type system has a signi cant impact on the language. The type
system of an OODBPL has an even greater impact on its characteristics since it corresponds to the data
model of its database component [AM95]. Another reason why the expressibility and exibility of a type
system is so important in the context of an OODBPL is the fact that one of the desirable features of such a
language is strong type checking.
The requirements that a type system of an OODBPL should satisfy thus follow from the requirements that
must be met by an OODBPL itself. For example, an OODBPL must have declarative querying capabilities
and therefore its type system must be able to correctly type queries. In order to do that, the type system
should be able to deal with parametric collection types as well as with union and intersection types [PSVS95].
The requirements that must be met by a type system of an OODBPL can be categorized as those related
to the type system expressibility, uniformity, safety, and re exiveness.
Expressibility requirements deal with the ability of the type system to adequately model abstract and
real-world entities. An expressive OODBPL type system should support parametric and inclusion polymorphism, multiple inheritance, multiple dispatch, higher-order function types, mutable object types, union and
intersection types, and data encapsulation. The latter can easily be achieved if the type system supports
separation between interface and implementation.
Uniformity is needed to support orthogonal persistence. It also has a great impact on the type system
re exivity, a ects the ease of use of the language, and simpli es code reuse. A uniform type system does
not make a distinction between methods and attributes at the interface level, provides the same status for
system- and user-de ned types, does not distinguish between objects and values at the interface level, and
does not have special provisions for persistent or transient types (orthogonal persistence).
Safety requires that a type system support both static and strong type checking. Static type checking has
long been advocated as one of the techniques that greatly reduces development time by catching many errors
automatically at compile time. Strong type checking ensures that polymorphism does not introduce run-time
type errors. In a persistent environment, the importance of strong and static type checking increases since
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programs are persistent and thus the errors in them are persistent as well. Of course, there are situations
where dynamic type checking is needed; however, it is desirable that the type system be able to statically
type check as much of the code as possible.
Re exiveness of the type system allows a user to query and manipulate a database schema using the
same mechanisms that are used to query and manipulate ordinary data. In a language with a re exive type
system, types, behaviors, functions, and classes are objects and thus have types themselves.
There are type systems that satisfy some of the above requirements. However, it is a challenge to develop
a consistent and uniform type system that satis es them all.
This paper presents the type system of the TIGUKAT database programming language currently under
development at the University of Alberta. We believe this type system to be a major contribution to the area
of object-oriented database programming languages as it combines impressive modeling power with static
type checking, re exivity, and type system features speci cally designed for database applications, such as
union and intersection types. We believe that the TIGUKAT type system satis es all the requirements listed
above.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 brie y describes the TIGUKAT object model. Section 3
presents the type system of the TIGUKAT language and an example of its usage along with a discussion of
the issues related to it, such as type checking and dispatch. We proceed to brie y discuss the implementation
type system of TIGUKAT in Section 4, its class system (Section 5), and its re exive capabilities in Section 6.
Section 7 reviews the related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 TIGUKAT object model

TIGUKAT [O PS+ 95]1 is an object database management system (ODBMS) based on a uniform behavioral
object model. Basic notions of the model are objects, atomic values, types (denoted by a pre x T ), implementation types (pre x IT ), behaviors (pre x B ), classes (pre x C ), functions (pre x F ), and implementation
functions (pre x IF ). We will consider these notions in turn.
Object: Object is a primitive term. In TIGUKAT, everything is an object. This includes atomic values,
types, behaviors, classes, and functions. Examples of objects are 1, 'c', and Person.
Atomic value: In TIGUKAT, atomic values are objects. Atomic values are immutable and can not be
created or deleted. Examples of atomic values are booleans, characters, integers, real numbers etc.
Type: A type in TIGUKAT is an object that describes behaviors applicable to the objects of this type.
We say that a behavior is de ned on a type if it is applicable to objects of this type. Every object in
TIGUKAT has a unique type. We say that an object o maps to type T t and write o 7! T t. Types
form a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with respect to a subtyping relationship . Every type in TIGUKAT is a subtype of the root type T Object and a supertype of the base type T Null, except for
T Error, that is the only subtype of T Null. T Object and T Error are not > and ? as they can
de ne behaviors; in fact, there are quite a few behaviors de ned on T Object. Subtyping in TIGUKAT
implies substitutability (every object that maps to a type can be used everywhere an object that maps
to its supertype can). Subtyping in TIGUKAT is de ned explicitly and implies inheritance of behaviors.
Since TIGUKAT types are objects, they map to subtypes of a designated (meta-)type T Type.
Behavior: A behavior in TIGUKAT is an analog to a message in more traditional object-oriented models.
However, in TIGUKAT, a behavior is not just a name, but an object that has many behaviors de ned
1 The model described here is a signi cant extension of the one described in [O PS+ 95].
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on it. A behavior application (written as o:B b ) is the only way to perform an action in TIGUKAT.
Behavior application o:B b is valid i a behavior B b is de ned on a type T t such that o 7! T t.
Behaviors are objects that map to subtypes of a designated type T Behavior.
Class: Classes in TIGUKAT are used to maintain extents of types and to automatically group objects of
the same type. Object creation in TIGUKAT occurs only via classes (for example, to create an object
of type T Person, one would write C Person:B New ). A type can have no more than one class; at the
same time, several types can share a class. TIGUKAT classes de ne neither object structure (that is
de ned by implementation types) nor object interface (de ned by types). They are extent managers,
and that is their primary purpose.
Function: Functions in TIGUKAT are analogous to methods in other object models and are pieces of code
that get executed when a behavior is applied. Functions should be associated with a particular behavior
on a particular type in order to be invoked when the behavior is applied to an object of that type. TIGUKAT supports the concept of late-binding; thus, when a behavior is applied to an object, the function
to be executed is chosen dynamically according to the receiver type and all argument types (multiple
dispatch). Functions are objects that map to subtypes of T Function. Function code is written in the
TIGUKAT database programming language; lower-level implementation functions can be used when
an optimization or low-level access is required.
Implementation type: An implementation type in TIGUKAT is an object that describes the structure of
objects of this implementation type. Implementation types form a single-inheritance (tree) hierarchy independent of the type hierarchy. Thus, unrelated types can use the same implementation type and vice
versa. For example, both T Weight and T Year can be implemented via IT Integer. Implementation
subtyping will be denoted IT throughout this paper. A type can have many implementation types;
likewise, an implementation type can be used to implement objects of many di erent types. Implementation types are directly used by classes, and every concrete class has at least one implementation type
associated with it. Types refer to implementation types indirectly, via classes. Thus, abstract types do
not refer to any implementation type. Implementation types map to T ImplementationType.
Implementation function: Implementation functions are designed to provide implementation type speci c, optimized non-TIGUKAT code. Implementation functions are chosen according to the implementation types of actual arguments, just like functions are chosen according to the types of arguments.
Implementation functions should be associated with a particular function on a particular product of
implementation types in order to be invoked when the behavior is applied to objects of those implementation types.
TIGUKAT uses two-phase dispatch. A behavior applied to a set of arguments uses their types to obtain a
function (multiple dispatch of behaviors) which then uses implementation types of the arguments to obtain
the (executable) implementation function (multiple dispatch of functions). If the latter fails, the TIGUKAT
code for the function is used. Thus in the simplest case when the specialization on implementation types is
absent, TIGUKAT dispatch is equivalent to a standard multiple dispatch.
This is an extension of the standard notion of dispatch. The reason for using two-phase dispatch is
the complete separation between interface and implementation in TIGUKAT. Implementation features are
represented by implementation types, and implementation functions deal with these features. On the other
hand, external object interfaces are de ned by types and behaviors. Functions deal with semantically
di erent operations related to the behaviors. A function code is thus independent of any implementation
details, including the internal structure of objects.
The TIGUKAT model allows dynamic type, class, behavior, and function creation, modi cation, and
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deletion. The issues related to schema evolution in the TIGUKAT object model are discussed in [PO 95a]
and [PO 95b].
Persistence in TIGUKAT is orthogonal (independent of type) [O PS+ 95]. There are also some additional
considerations about TIGUKAT persistence related to the structure of the model (for example, the type and
the class of a persistent object have to be persistent as well); however, these additional complications do not
a ect the type system issues discussed in this paper.
Having brie y described the TIGUKAT object model, we now proceed to the description of the TIGUKAT type system.

3 TIGUKAT type system
The TIGUKAT type system consists of TIGUKAT types, behaviors, functions, and rules related to type
speci cation, subtyping, inheritance, and type checking. Implementation types and implementation functions
form their own implementation type system which is discussed in Section 4.
The TIGUKAT type system has multiple inheritance and parametricity, and is designed to support
multiple dispatch of behaviors. Thus, it is very exible and is capable of supporting a wide range of current
applications. The re exivity and extensibility of the type system, which is a consequence of the re exivity
of the TIGUKAT object model, allows one to design type system extensions suitable for speci c problem
domains. Examples of such development include an extensible query optimizer for the TIGUKAT query

language [OMS95]
and speci cation of an extensible temporal model [GLO S95].
The following example will be used throughout the rest of the paper to illustrate various features of the
TIGUKAT type and class system.
Example 3.1 Let us assume that we need to de ne real and integer numbers, as well as points and colored
points, with partial orderings on them. We also would like to abstract out the property of being ordered
(partially or totally) so that we can reuse the code for reverse ordering in both numbers and points. We
would also like the ordering of color points to take color into account assuming that colors are also partially
ordered (for example according to their RGB values). However, the comparison between a point and a color
point should not take color into account. We would also like to write an optimized version of code that deals
with comparison of numbers using their internal representation2 . Another requirement is that the system
should be able to statically mark any attempted comparison between a number and a point as a type error,
while allowing cross-comparisons between numbers or points of di erent types. The Figure 1 provides the
TIGUKAT de nitions of types related to the problem domain of this example. Parametric types T PartiallyOrdered and T Ordered provide the necessary abstraction of the ordering primitives together with
the reusable code for reverse ordering (behavior B GreaterOrEqual ). Numeric types T Real and its subtype
T Integer are also de ned together with the function F LessOrEqualR that provides optimized code for
numeric comparisons. Point types de ne the code to perform necessary comparisons between points.

3.1 Parametric types and behaviors

In this section we describe TIGUKAT parametric types and behaviors. Parametric polymorphism is important for type system expressibility [AM95]. The combination of inclusion polymorphism inherent in
object-oriented systems and parametric polymorphism provides certain expressive features not available in
systems that support only one kind of polymorphism.

2 Of course, the optimized comparisonof numbers is a part of the kernel TIGUKAT system. We use it here for exempli cation
only.
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h

T PartiallyOrdered novar
supertype T Object ;

Xi f

B LessOrEqual f x:T PartiallyOrderedhXi !T Boolean g
B GreaterOrEqual f x:T PartiallyOrderedhXi !T Boolean :
function f body f return x.B LessOrEqual (self) gg g g
type T Orderedhnovar Xi f
supertype T PartiallyOrderedhXi ;
behavior B Less f x:T OrderedhXi !T Boolean :
function f body f return self.B LessOrEqual (x) ^ self.B NotEqual (x) gg g
behavior B Greater f x:T OrderedhXi !T Boolean :
function f body f return self.B GreaterOrEqual (x) ^ self.B NotEqual (x) gg g g
behavior

behavior

type

T Point

f

T Object ;
T PartiallyOrdered T Point ;
B LessOrEqual T Point T Boolean

i
!
F LessOrEqualPoint f
f
.B X .B LessOrEqual (x.B X ) ^ .B Y .B LessOrEqual (x.B Y ) ggg
B X f $T Real
f
gg
B Y f $T Real
f
gg ... g
T ColorPoint f
T Point
B LessOrEqual f x:T ColorPoint !T Boolean
F LessOrEqualColorPoint f
f
.B X .B LessOrEqual (x.B X ) ^ .B Y .B LessOrEqual (x.B Y ) ^
.B Color .B LessOrEqual (x.B Color ) ggg
B Color f $T Color
f
gg . .. g
T Real f
T OrderedhT Numberi
f
IT Real f
IT Atomic ... g . .. g
B LessOrEqual f T Real !T Boolean
F LessOrEqualR g . .. g
T Integer f
T Real
f
IT Integer f
IT Atomic .. . g .. . g
B LessOrEqual f T Integer !T Boolean
F LessOrEqualR g .. . g
F LessOrEqualR f
IT Real, IT Real
f /* low-level code of the function that compares two real numbers */ g
IT Real, IT Integer
f /* low-level code of the function that compares real to an integer */ g
IT Integer, IT Real
f /* low-level code of the function that compares integer to a real */ g
IT Integer, IT Integer
f /* low-level code of the function that compares two integers */ g g
supertype

f x:

supertype

behavior

return self

type

h

body

self

behavior

: function

stored

behavior

: function

stored

supertype

: function

;

behavior

: function

body

return self

self

self

behavior

type

: function

supertype

class C Real

;

itype

supertype

behavior

type

stored

supertype

class C Integer

;

: function

;

;

itype

behavior

supertype

;

: function

;

function

: ifunction

,

: ifunction

: ifunction

: ifunction

Figure 1: De nitions of types of the Example 3.1
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The TIGUKAT type system has very powerful parametric type speci cation capabilities. It is possible to de ne parametric types with several parameters, describe subtyping relationships between di erent
parametric types from the same family, and create new sub- and super-types of existing parametric types.
Parametric types can also be de ned and manipulated at run-time, just like any other objects in TIGUKAT.
In TIGUKAT, parametric types form their own subhierarchies integrated into the TIGUKAT type hierarchy. Parametric types of the same kind always have a common supertype which is de ned automatically. The
name of this supertype of all types of the form T PhXi is conventionally written as T P. For example, the de nition of T OrderedhXi (Figure 1) implicitly de nes the type T Ordered such that T OrderedhX i  T Ordered
for all types X. Another object that is implicitly de ned by the above de nition is the behavior B Ordered
(de ned on T Type to yield a result of type T Type). The semantics of this behavior is given by the following
de nition: T X:B Ordered  T OrderedhT Xi. This behavior can be used at run-time to generate types of
the form T OrderedhXi.
Another aspect of the TIGUKAT parametric type speci cation is the ability to specify subtyping relationships between di erent types from the same parametric family. This is done by placing variance speci cations
beside the formal parameters in type speci cations. For example, both T OrderedhXi and T PartiallyOrderedhXi are speci ed as being novariant (keyword novar) on their rst and only argument. Novariance
means that no subtyping relationship exists between T OrderedhXi and T OrderedhYi. Other possibilities
include covariance (covar) and contravariance (contravar). Covariance means that for all types X and Y,
X  Y ) T PhX i  T PhY i. Contravariance inverts this relationship. Types of updatable objects tend to
be novariant, types of read-only objects tend to be covariant, and types of write-only objects tend to be
contravariant (such as T OutputStreamhcontravar Xi). A parametric type can have several parameters,
each with its own variance speci cation.
It is also possible to specify subtyping between two di erent families of parametric types. For example,
T OrderedhX i  T PartiallyOrderedhX i for all types X (Figure 1).
Type parameters in TIGUKAT can be restricted to be subtypes of some type (constrained parametric
polymorphism). This allows us to constrain parameters of a certain parametric type to be, for example,
subtypes of T OrderedhXi.
Parameters of parametric types do not have to be types themselves. Objects of any type X can be used
as parameters provided that the parametric type they are used for has been speci ed to accept parameters
of this type. Novariant parameters can be of any type; however, covariant and contravariant parameters
have to be of some type X that is a subtype of T PartiallyOrderedhYi for some Y. For example, integer
numbers can be used as parameters with any variance speci cation. This allows us to easily model such
objects as arrays of xed length.
Parametric types can be subtyped in exactly the same manner as ordinary ones. For example, the
type of strings T String is de ned as a subtype of T ListhT Characteri. User-de ned and system-de ned
parametric types have exactly the same system status.
However, not all parametric types are created equal. Most of the parametric types in TIGUKAT are
so-called light parametric types. The types from these parametric families are used for type checking only and
are identical from the point of view of TIGUKAT dispatch. They are also modeled as atomic objects in the
system, so that the system does not need to keep track of them. For example, all types T OrderedhXi de ned
in Figure 1 are equivalent to T Ordered (their common supertype) from the point of view of the dispatch
mechanism. This places several restrictions on function association. However, we have discovered that for the
vast majority of parametric types these restrictions are never violated; besides, it is always possible to provide
di erent implementations for parametric types from the same family using implementation types, functions,
and the implementation dispatch mechanism. This treatment of light parametric types allows the system to
deal with in niteness of the type hierarchy. For example, at any given moment there is (theoretically) an
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in nite number of set types (T SethXi) in the system. This is a great advantage in database settings, where
a new set type can be easily (and implicitly) produced as a result of a set-theoretic operation, such as union.
However, there exist parametric types that do require a full-blown system representation. These are
called heavy parametric types and can be introduced in almost the same way as light ones. At any given
moment, there is only a xed number of these in the system, and each such type is represented by a real
object (not atomic). Of the kernel parametric types, only class types (Section 5) and T VarhXi (Section 3.5)
are heavy.
Not only types, but also behaviors can be parametric. A parametric behavior B B hXi essentially accepts
additional arguments described by X, but does so statically, so that the typing can be made more precise.
For example, consider the behavior B As hXi that can be used to dynamically check the type of an object. It
is de ned (on T Object) as B As hXi: T Object !X and has the following semantics: if the receiver's type
is a subtype of X, this behavior is equivalent to B Self (identity function); otherwise, the behavior returns
object typeMismatch of type T Error. Thus, the result of the behavior is guaranteed to be of type X and can
be used in subsequent computations as such. This behavior can be used to implement a typecase operator
similar to the one found in [LML+ 94]. If not for parametricity, we would have to specify this behavior as
B As : T Object, T Type !T Object and could not guarantee the result type. Of course, as with every
mechanism in TIGUKAT, there exists a dynamic version: for each parametric behavior B B hX:T Xi there
exists the automatically created generating behavior B B B : T X !T Behavior.
The combination of features described in this section makes TIGUKAT parametricity an extremely
powerful type speci cation mechanism. Another powerful mechanism, rooted in multiple dispatch, will be
discussed in the next subsection.

3.2 Covariant speci cation and multiple dispatch

It is well known that multiple dispatch (dispatch that takes into account all arguments and not just the
receiver) greatly enhances the expressiveness of the type speci cation, allowing for such notions as binary
methods to be expressed naturally ( [FE96], [ADL91], [Ghe91], [MHH91], [BG95], [CL94], [BC95], [Cas95],
[CGL95], and [BCC+ 96] ). Example 3.1 illustrates this power by providing \covariant" speci cation of
comparison behaviors. In this section we examine the TIGUKAT type speci cation and multiple dispatch
mechanisms and show how they combine to produce natural speci cation of binary methods.
First, we look into the speci cation of the behavior B LessOrEqual . It is de ned on the type T PartiallyOrderedhXi with an argument of type T PartiallyOrderedhXi and return type T Boolean (Figure 1).
We use the product notation (a notation in which the types of all arguments, including the receiver, are
written on the left of the arrow, while the result type is written on the right) in our discussion of behavior speci cation and multiple dispatch. In this notation, the abovementioned behavior speci cation is
written as B LessOrEqual : T PartiallyOrderedhXi, T PartiallyOrderedhXi !T Boolean. The function
F LessOrEqualR is associated with this behavior by T Real with argument of type T Real (Figure 1); we
will write this as B LessOrEqual : T Real, T Real !T Boolean : F LessOrEqualR. Analogously, associations
made by the types T Point and T ColorPoint (Figure 1) are written as B LessOrEqual : T Point, T Point
!T Boolean : F LessOrEqualPoint and as B LessOrEqual : T ColorPoint, T ColorPoint !T Boolean :
F LessOrEqualColorPoint, respectively.
During type checking, the system tries to nd a path in the subtype hierarchy between the known types
of arguments and a type that uni es with the speci cation (in this case, any type of the form T PartiallyOrderedhXi
T PartiallyOrderedhXi where
denotes a product of types). If such a path is found, the
behavior application is said to be type-correct. Otherwise, it is rejected.
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Consider type checking of the expression aPoint.B LessOrEqual (5.0), where aPoint is of type T Point and
5.0 is of type T Real. T Real is known to be a subtype of T OrderedhT Reali and, therefore, a subtype of
T PartiallyOrderedhT Reali. The type T Point, on the other hand, is known to be a subtype of T PartiallyOrderedhT Pointi. However, there is no way to unify T PartiallyOrderedhT Pointi
T PartiallyOrderedhT Reali with T PartiallyOrderedhXi
T PartiallyOrderedhXi since the latter requires that
both arguments be the same. Since T PartiallyOrdered is novariant and therefore no other paths are
possible, the type checking fails. If T PartiallyOrdered was declared covariant, we would be able to nd a
uni er (T PartiallyOrderedhT Objecti T PartiallyOrderedhT Objecti, since both T Real and T Point
are subtypes of T Object) and the type checking would succeed.
During dispatch, the system considers all function associations and tries to unify the actual arguments'
product type with their arguments. If the uni cation succeeds, the distance from the actual arguments'
product type to the uni er type is calculated. The function association that has the minimal distance is
chosen, and its function is executed. The system statically checks that such an association always exists for
any actual arguments that might occur and that it is always unique. This checking is done using essentially
the same algorithm as in [CL94].
Consider the dispatch in the expression aColorPoint1.B LessOrEqual (aColorPoint2). There are three function associations for B LessOrEqual , namely
1. B LessOrEqual : T Real, T Real !T Boolean : F LessOrEqualR
2. B LessOrEqual : T Point, T Point !T Boolean : F LessOrEqualPoint
3. B LessOrEqual : T ColorPoint, T ColorPoint !T Boolean : F LessOrEqualColorPoint
The actual arguments have a product type T ColorPoint T ColorPoint. It is clearly not unifyable
with the rst association, but it is unifyable with the second and the third. The distance between two
product types is calculated as the maximum distance between their respective arguments. The distance
between T ColorPoint and T Point is 1 (since T ColorPoint is an immediate subtype of T Point) and
the distance between identical types is always 0. Thus, the distance between the actual arguments' type
and the arguments' type of the second association is max(1; 1) = 1 and the distance between the actuals
and the third association is max(0; 0) = 0. Therefore, the third association is chosen and the function
F LessOrEqualColorPoint is called. If we had the expression aColorPoint.B LessOrEqual (aPoint), it would
only be unifyable with the second association, and the function F LessOrEqualPoint would be called.
In this section we have shown that our speci cation of the problem in Example 3.1 is correct with respect
to its intended semantics (disallowing cross-comparisons between di erent domains, while allowing crosscomparisons between objects that belong to the same domain). It is easy to show that the mechanism
described above would correctly typecheck the calls to B GreaterOrEqual and that in all type-correct cases
the (anonymous) function associated with this behavior by the parametric type T PartiallyOrderedhXi
(Figure 1) would be called. Thus, the speci cations of Example 3.1 have been met.
Next we will describe the TIGUKAT behavior type speci cations and show that they can be used to
correctly type behaviors implementing certain set-oriented operations, such as B Map .

3.3 Behavior types and speci cations

Behavior type speci cations are important in that they allow correct typing of higher-order functions. This
is particularly important in re exive systems where behaviors and functions are objects. In TIGUKAT,
behavior type speci cations are written as A0 ; A1; : : :; An!R, where A0 is the receiver type, A1 ; : : :; An
are argument types, and R is the result type. The above speci cation, when used as an argument type
speci cation, means that the appropriate argument is a behavior which, when applied to the arguments of
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speci ed types (or their subtypes) yields a result of type R (or a subtype). For example, the behavior B Map
(de ned on T SethXi) has the following speci cation: B Map : x:T SethXi, b:(X !Y) !T SethYi. This
behavior applies the behavior denoted by its argument (b) to every element of the receiver set (x), gathering
the results into the set that is returned. It is easy to see that the above type speci cation is polymorphic
and correctly re ects the typing of the behavior B Map . Polymorphic behavior typing is well-known, but
not in the context of a programming language with non-structural user-de nable subtyping.
Behavior types in TIGUKAT are behaviors themselves. More precisely, objects representing behavior
types are subtypes of both T Behavior and T Type. There is no subtyping between concrete behavior types,
and types of all3 behaviors in the system are di erent objects. This is necessary in the context of TIGUKAT
which is capable of changing behaviors at run-time to avoid interdependency between behavior de nitions.
If two behaviors could share a type than a rede nition of one behavior would also a ect the other and vice
versa.
Behavior types treated as behaviors are de ned on T Type. If B B is a behavior with n arguments
and BT B is its type, then BT B is de ned as t0 : T Type; t1 : T Type; : : :; tn : T Type!T Type. The
semantics of behavior type BT B is as follows: when applied to types t0; t1 ; : : :; tn it generates a result
type that is a supertype of the type of the result that B B would have generated if applied to arguments
o0 ; o1; : : :; on such that type of o0 is t0 , .. ., type of on is tn . For example, the following expression would
generate T Boolean when executed: T ColorPoint.BT LessOrEqual (T Point), and so will the expression
T ColorPoint.BT LessOrEqual (T ColorPoint). From the point of view of the TIGUKAT dispatch mechanism, all regular behavior types are the same and equivalent to T RegularBehavior, which is their common
supertype. Thus, they are in a way similar to light parametric types (Section 3.1).
Theoretically speaking, if we consider behaviors as functions from the domain of objects to the domain
of objects, then their types are functions from the domain of types to the domain of types. Both domains
are recursive, since behaviors are objects and behavior types are types. Besides, the domain of types is a
subdomain of the domain of objects, since types are objects.
This novel treatment of behavior types allows us not only to provide unprecedented run-time type analytic
capabilities, but also to use a version of constructive intuitionistic logic to deal with type speci cations. We
treat type speci cations as \types" in Martin-Lof's type theory [ML84], [NPS90]. A proof of a speci cation in
that theory is a computable expression that we use as a behavior type in TIGUKAT. Unprovable speci cations
are rejected. Since we have no negation and no existential quanti cation in the type speci cation, we use
a simple decision procedure which is a variant of [Abr93] with changes proposed in [Dyc92]. In this logic,
we also limit weakening to exclude "unsubstantiable" type speci cations like ((P !Q); X )!X where we can
not nd out what P and Q are. Contraction is also limited due to variance speci cation. For example, the
speci cation T OrderedhX i!T SethX i is allowed, while T SethX i!T OrderedhX i is not (T OrderedhXi is
novariant while T SethXi is covariant). Currently we also disallow certain kinds of recursive speci cations
(for example, (a : X; b : (X !X ))!X ). This might change in the future when we know how to compute
resulting expressions (in this case, u(a; b(a); b(b(a)); : : :)). As far as we are aware, this approach to type
speci cation is novel to our work.

3.4 Union and intersection types

In the context of database programming, it is imperative that a programming language provides union and
intersection types. They are required for set-theoretic and relational operations that form the basis for

3 Except for the kernel type of regular behavior types T RegularBehaviorType that is a type of itself. This is needed to avoid
in nite recursion.
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declarative SQL-like database querying. It is also important to be able to generate these types at run-time
when set-theoretic operations are performed on arguments whose types are not precisely known in advance.
TIGUKAT addresses both of these problems by making union and intersection types atomic, just like integers
and reals. They are there when they are needed, but the system does not keep track of them. This approach
also allows us to avoid problems related to their duplication. It is possible because union and intersection
types are always abstract.
The example of usage of these types is the speci cation of set-theoretic behaviors in TIGUKAT. For
example, B Union (set union) is de ned (on T SethXi) as B Union : T SethXi, T SethYi !T SethX uYi.
The operator u takes the least upper bound of the participating types, while t takes the greatest lower
bound. All bounds always exist due to the atomicity of union and intersection types.
Other set-theoretic behaviors are typed in a similar manner. The combination of union and intersection
types and behavior types and speci cations in TIGUKAT makes it possible to precisely type the majority
of standard relational operations.

3.5 The treatment of assignment

Since TIGUKAT programming language is imperative, assignment is one of its essential features. TIGUKAT assignments are applications of TIGUKAT behaviors; however, these applications are special. Basically,
every TIGUKAT behavior can be applied as a getter (in the usual way) or as a setter4 (provided that such
application is type correct). When a behavior is applied as a setter, it takes one additional argument (the
value being assigned) and produces no result5 . Note that the additional argument is also used in dispatch.
The same is true of TIGUKAT functions. The essential di erence between getters and setters appears only
at the implementation level since implementation functions for setters and getters are di erent.
The TIGUKAT system allows the user to specify a function as being stored (for example, functions
that implement behaviors B X and B Y of the type T Point in the Figure 1). When such a speci cation
is made, the system automatically creates two implementation functions (a getter and a setter) for the
function that is speci ed as stored. It also allocates a slot in the implementation of the appropriate type.
In order for this to be possible, the implementation type in question should be an implementation subtype
of IT Regular, since these implementation types are required to provide a variable-length array of slots
somewhere in their structure. The most useful feature of stored functions is that they are automatically
maintained by the system in case of multiple inheritance when slot numbers change. When this is the
case, the system automatically constructs new branches (implementation functions) of the stored function
that provide access to the renumbered slots. Stored functions can be named and reused just like any other
functions, and all automatically generated branches of the stored function are guaranteed to provide access
to the same logical slot. This may be needed if it is necessary to provide a couple of behaviors that access
the same logical slot.
Type speci cation of setters involves the connectives and $. For example, the behavior B X of the
type T Point is de ned as T Point $T Real. This means that B X produces a result of type T Real when
applied to the receiver of type T Point as a getter and accepts the value of type T Real when applied to it
as a setter. Function association speci cations use and $in the same manner, thus allowing association
of di erent functions with getter and setter branches of the same behavior.
Theoretically, X Y is treated as X !s (contravarY ) and X $Y is treated as (X !snovarY )^(X !novarY )
in the type speci cation logic, since assignment is essentially contravariant on the type of the assigned value.
4 Also called acceptor in some languages, notably BeCecil[CL97].
5 This is a white lie. The result is being produced. It is of type T Unit. Since T Error is a subtype of T Unit (as well as of

any other type in the system), an error can also be produced and checked for.
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The connective !s is analogous to !but refers to the setter branch of the behavior type (s-apply instead
of apply in the resulting expression). Thus, each behavior type can be thought of as a pair of two (getter
type and setter type) functions.
There is an additional constraint related to the relationship between getter and setter type branches of
the same behavior B B . It states that for any type X, X:s BT B  X.BT B , where :s denotes the application
of the setter-type branch of the behavior type. The meaning of this constraint is that one is not allowed to
set something that one will be unable to get. Since this constraint is non-monotonic, it requires checking of
all subtypes of a given type. The system checks this automatically, as a part of behavior consistency check.
The syntax for setter applications is r.B B (a) := v, which calls the setter branch of the behavior B B with
argument tuple (r,a,v). Thus, an assignment to the X coordinate of a point would be written as aPoint.B X
:= 1.0, a familiar notation for assignment.
A special (heavy) parametric type T Varhnovar Xi provided by the system makes it easier to deal with
mutable container types. The type T VarhXi makes sense for all types X except for types of the form
T VarhXi, T Null and T Error6. For any type X, T VarhX i  X . Thus, all operations that are de ned for
type X are also de ned for type T VarhXi. T VarhXi also de nes the behavior B Get : T VarhXi $X. The
expression x:B Get := v can be abbreviated to x := v. There also exists the behavior B Destructive :
(X,Y !X) !(T VarhXi,Y !) that can be used to de ne "destructive" versions of existing behaviors
for Var-types7 . For example, objects of types T SethXi are immutable and the behavior B Intersect :
T SethXi, T SethYi !T SethX tYi produces a new set each time it is applied. If we have an object
mSetX of type T VarhT SethXii (type of mutable sets) and an object SetY of type T SethYi, we can write
mSetX.(B Union .B Destructive )(SetY) and the result of the execution of this expression would be the placement of the intersection of the two sets inside mSetX, replacing its previous contents.
This concludes our overview of the TIGUKAT type system. We have seen that it provides powerful
parametric types, parametric behaviors, precise typing of behavior and assignments, and re exive capabilities.
Next, we will brie y discuss the implementation type system and the class system of TIGUKAT.

4 Implementation type system
TIGUKAT separates interface from the implementation. Since types in TIGUKAT correspond to interface
speci cations, a concept of implementation speci cation is needed. This concept is provided in the form of
implementation types.
Implementation types are structure de nitions in TIGUKAT. They can be compared to the structure definitions in C. Implementation types form a tree hierarchy (single inheritance) under the root implementation
type IT OID. This hierarchy is totally independent of the TIGUKAT type hierarchy. Type IT Regular is the
type of all regular TIGUKAT objects. Its implementation subtypes must provide storage for variable-length
array of slots. An implementation type also de nes low-level special implementation functions for object
storage/retrieval from the database, creation, deletion, and several others. Ordinary users should not be
allowed to de ne new implementation types, modify old ones, or supply their own implementation functions,
since it is a low-level, potentially dangerous activity. On the other hand, a database administrator can use
implementation types not only to optimize particular types, but also to provide interoperability by de ning
implementation types of external (non-TIGUKAT) objects and the implementation functions dealing with
them. Once this is done, a uniform TIGUKAT interface to such objects can be easily provided.
6 For a type E for which it does not make sense, T VarhEi  T Error.
7 The code for this behavior is return x,y.f x := x.self(y)g.
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Implementation functions are pieces of low-level (currently C++ with certain restrictions) code that
are optimized to deal with a particular implementation. The implementation function is chosen by the
the second phase of the TIGUKAT dispatch according to the implementation types of the arguments. An
example speci cation of implementation functions and types is given in Figure 1, where integer and real
numbers take advantage of the optimized implementation of the function F LessOrEqualR.

5 Class system
Classes in TIGUKAT are used to maintain extents of types and to automatically group objects of the
same type. Object creation in TIGUKAT occurs only via classes (for example, to create an object of type
T Person, one would write C Person:B New ), and every TIGUKAT object is an instance of a class. A type
can have no more than one class; at the same time, several types can share a class. Classes can be abstract (of
types T AbstractClasshXi like C Object), in nite (of types T InfiniteClasshXi like C Integer), nite
(of types T FiniteClasshXi like C Boolean), and regular (of types T ClasshXi like C Person). All class
types are heavy parametric types and are therefore represented by regular objects in the system. In nite,
nite, and regular classes are called concrete classes since they can have instances. Regular classes allow
object creation. If a class has many implementation types, a particular one has to be chosen when an
object is created. Classes are objects; they map to subtypes of a designated type T Class. Classes have
a partial order (subclassing) de ned on them. Subclassing on classes corresponds to set inclusion on their
deep extents and is parallel to subtyping. The shallow extent of a class is de ned as the set of all objects
that map to a type associated with the class, while the deep extent of a class is de ned to be the set of
all objects that map to types associated with this class and all of its subclasses. Thus, every object in
TIGUKAT is an instance of its class (the class related to the type the object maps to) and belongs to the
shallow extent of this class only. However, it also belongs to deep extents of superclasses of this class. Classes
are extensively used in database querying (for example, a query "Find all persons younger than 35" can be
expressed as C Person.B DeepExtent .B Select (x.fx.B Age .B LessOrEqual (35)g), where C Person is the
class of persons).
TIGUKAT classes also play a major role in dynamic schema evolution. All checks for behavior and
function completeness and consistency are done when a type is associated to a concrete class or when a
change in behavior or function speci cation is propagated through a type associated with a concrete class.
An example of class speci cation (in this case embedded in a type speci cation) is given in Figure 1.
Since classes are objects, behaviors de ned on their types can be applied to them. These behaviors can
be de ned in the de nition of the class itself (as behavior B Max is de ned in the de nition of the class
C Real). These behaviors correspond to class methods in Smalltalk [GR89] or static member functions
in C++ [Str91]. Since class types are novariant, the class behaviors in TIGUKAT are not inherited. This
is done because class behaviors are mostly used for object creation, and the object creation tends to be
novariant since the creation of objects of subtypes usually requires more arguments than the creation of
objects of the supertypes. Future research may provide some combination of covariance and contravariance
for classes.
Classes in TIGUKAT constitute a bridge between types and implementation types, just like functions
provide a bridge between behaviors and implementation functions. Thus access to classes by ordinary users
must be limited. Internally, however, classes play a major role as directors of schema change propagation and
internal checking. They are also frequently used in database querying because of their ability to automatically
maintain the extents of types.
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6 Re exivity, uniformity, and schema evolution
The possibility of dynamic schema evolution is one of the main ideas behind the development of TIGUKAT.
Everything that can be done in TIGUKAT statically can also be done dynamically. For instance, all types,
behaviors, classes, etc related to the speci cation of Example 3.1 could be created dynamically, using a series
of behavior applications. The speci cations in Figure 1 are no more than a series of object speci cations.
Those objects, like any TIGUKAT objects, could have been created and modi ed dynamically to yield the
same schema.
The re exivity and uniformity of the system allow us not only to dynamically query and/or modify a
database schema, but also to write generic database programs such as browsers. Since every TIGUKAT
object knows its type at run-time and since that type is a TIGUKAT object as well, a program can \learn"
type information at run-time and change its behavior according to it. This is possible in the presence of
static type-checking because of the presence of behaviors such as B As (Section 3.1) that allow statically
checkable dynamic type exploration.

7 Related work
The recent advances in the development of object-oriented type systems have produced signi cant research
output. It is therefore virtually impossible to list all signi cant results in the area without writing a fullsized survey. Therefore here we will concentrate on the research that is speci cally aimed at programming
languages rather than at their theoretical basis or implementation aspects.
The rst list of requirements to the type systems of the database programming languages was compiled
in [AB87]. Then came the Manifesto [ABD+ 92] speci cally aimed at object-oriented databases. The latest
is [AM95] describing requirements for orthogonally persistent object systems. Open problems in objectoriented type systems were also listed in [BP94] which was an inspiration for the authors. Another discussion
of problems in object-oriented programming languages appears in [L95].
Using product types for method dispatch was reported in [Age95] and has been shown to be useful. A
variant of it has also been proposed in [FE96]. Typing and type checking of multi-methods was also considered
in [ADL91], [Ghe91], [MHH91], [BG95], and [CL94]. Certain related problems were also addressed in [BC95].
[Cas95] and [CGL95] develop the theoretical account of multi-methods and product types.
Problems related to the speci cation of binary methods (analogous to B LessOrEqual from the Example 3.1) were discussed in [BCC+ 96]. The solution presented here is di erent from the ones proposed in that
paper.
One of the rst object-oriented database programming languages was O++ [AG89]. It is a persistent
dialect of C++ [Str91] and thus inherits all de ciencies of its type system: the absence of separation between
interface and implementation (both speci cation and inheritance are coupled), limited support for method
typing, the absence of re exivity and schema evolution, single dispatch, and very limited parametricity. One
of its strengths, of course, is its close relationship with C++; however, in terms of its type system O++ is
rather limited.
Another database programming language based on C++ is E [RCS93]. It improves the handling of
parametric types, but otherwise inherits the same C++ drawbacks as O++.
Completely di erent approach was taken in CLOS [BDG+ 88]. CLOS is re exive and has multiple dispatch; however, it lacks static type checking.
Dylan [App94] is more recent language based (to a degree) on CLOS, but with static typing. It has
multi-methods and separates interface from implementation, is re exive but lacks precise type checking of
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behaviors and parametricity.
Another early e ort in the area is presented by the database programming language Galileo [ACO85]. It
is based on ML [MTH90] and has a functional avor. Galileo is re exive, but its type system is also limited:
parametric types are absent, and the dispatch is non-existent since the language is not object-oriented.
Amber [Car86] is also ML-based. It has structural subtyping and is partially re exive since it is able
to examine (but not change) types at run-time. Amber is not object-oriented and does not provide clear
distinction between interface and implementation.
Machiavelli [OBBT89], [PA96] is also a database programming language based on ML. It has impressive
type system speci cally designed to support database applications complete with union, intersection, and
functional types. However, it is not object-oriented, so the issues of inheritance and dispatch do not arise
there. Re exivity of Machiavelli is also limited.
Another recent successor of Galileo is the database programming language Fibonacci [AGO95]. It supports static typing, is re exive, and partially separates interface from implementation. It also has parametric
system-de ned types, but the user can not create new ones. Fibonacci focuses on roles that represent di erent
aspects of the same object. It also has single dispatch and does not support precise function typing.
Napier88 v.2.2.1 [MBC+ 96] is an imperative database programming language with very powerful type
system and certain re exive capabilities. It is not object-oriented and its parametric types though powerful
can not be used until fully instantiated.
The language TM [BBZ93], [BBB+ 93] is partially re exive and separates interface from implementation.
However, it does not allow method rede nitions, does not have multiple dispatch, does not support userde nable parametric types, and its subtyping does not imply substitutability.
TL [MMS94] is a database programming language based on ML. It has a very powerful type system, but
lacks object-oriented features. In addition to that TL does not directly support interface inheritance.
The language PolyTOIL [BSG95], [BSG94] has one of the most impressive type systems. It has multiple
dispatch, user-de nable parametric types, function type speci cations, separates interface from implementation, and has a static type checking. However, since it is not a database programming language, it lacks
re exivity and support for union and intersection types needed in the context of database programming.
Cecil [Cha93] is delegation-based. It has suggestive type checking, but its type system is quite impressive.
It includes parametric types, multiple dispatch, separation of interface and implementation. It is also partially
re exive (the types are not part of the game, they are merely annotations). Dispatch in Cecil is done on
representations and does not involve types. Besides, Cecil was not designed to deal with database applications
and query typing in Cecil is problematic.
Another imperative object-oriented programming language is Sather [SOM93]. Sather has parametric
types and function types, but does not have multiple dispatch. Its separation between interface and implementation, although present, is limited.
Theta [MRBC95] is an object-oriented programming language with its type system speci cally designed
to support parametric polymorphism. Although impressive, it lacks the ability to deal with non-covariant
parametric type speci cations.
BeCecil [CL97] , being a successor of Cecil, has a very powerful type system. It supports multiple dispatch,
separates interface from implementation, and is partially re exive. It also supports acceptors similar to setter
behavior branches in TIGUKAT (Section 3.5). However, BeCecil does not have parametric types, union and
intersection types. Its types are not objects in the language and are not used for dispatch.
Having reviewed the existing languages we can conclude that none of them has the full set of features of
the TIGUKAT language, namely powerful parametric polymorphism, inclusion polymorphism (subtyping),
precise behavior typing, complete separation between interface and implementation, union and intersection
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types and re exivity. All these features are considered essential for a type system of a modern object-oriented
database programming language according to the papers [ABD+ 92], [AM95], and [BP94].

8 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the type system of the TIGUKAT database programming language. We
have also illustrated it by a complicated modeling example and have shown how such an example can
be programmed in TIGUKAT. By comparing TIGUKAT to the existing programming languages we have
demonstrated that the set of essential features the TIGUKAT type system possesses is not matched or
superseded by any of these languages.
Future research directions include complete system implementation, further development of type speci cation logic, development of the module and name space mechanism, complete speci cation of the programming
language, and research dealing with the persistence model and schema evolution in TIGUKAT.
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